Abstract. The physical nature of the X-ray/radio correlation of AGN is still an unsolved question. High angular resolution observations are necessary to disentangle the associated energy dynamics into nuclear and stellar components. We present MERLIN/EVN 18 cm observations of 13 X-raying AGN. The sample consists of Seyfert 1, Narrow Line Seyfert 1, and LINER-like galaxies. We find that for all objects the radio emission is unresolved and that the radio luminosities and brightness temperatures are too high for star formation to play an important role. This indicates that the radio emission in these sources is closely connected to processes that occur in the vicinity of the central massive black hole, also where the X-ray emission is believed to originate in.
Introduction
Among current problems in AGN research are the feedback between the central engine and the host galaxy environment [1] . Related to this is the observation that only about 10% of the local galaxy population display Seyfert characteristics [2] , which raises questions like: (i) How is the nuclear engine fueled? (ii) What is the relationship between Seyfert activity and circumnuclear star formation? In order to address these questions it is important to disentangle the energy dynamics around the nucleus at high angular resolution. The NIR-to-X-ray spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of Seyfert 1 galaxies are quite flat [3] . The X-rays are believed to originate close to the accretion disk in a kind of hot corona [4] . Only a small fraction of X-rays can be attributed to a stellar component in AGN [5] . On the other hand, extended radio emission is most likely produced via Synchrotron processes in radio jets or supernovae [6; 7] . The core radio emission generally exhibits a flat, self-absorbed spectrum, whereas the spectral slope of radio jets is steep. Furthermore, there appears to be a tight correlation between X-ray and radio flux, both for AGN and star-forming galaxies [8] . Such a correlation suggests a common physical nature that links the emission mechanisms of both phenomena. It is, however, not clear what this link is, since both types of radiation are believed to originate on different physical scales (accretion disk vs. jet). One solution for flat spectrum point sources is possible provided that the emitting region is hot and optically thin [9] . In this case, optically thin bremsstrahlung from a slow, dense disk wind can contribute significantly to the observed levels of nuclear emission. In this case, radio and X-ray emission originate from the same regions and the correlation can be attributed to a common disk origin. The spatial distribution of the radio emission can, therefore, tell us something about the origin and relative importance of the radio emission. Extended but collimated emission is linked to a jet, diffuse emission is usually attributed to star formation, and compact nuclear emission to processes close to the supermassive black hole (SMBH).
The sample and observations
In order to tackle the questions posed above, we cross-matched the databases of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (DR5; [11] ) and the ROSAT All Sky Survey (RASS; [12] ). The result is a sample of X-raying AGN that is in part suitable for adaptive optics (AO) assisted follow-up observations in the NIR (i.e. the galaxies have a nearby natural guide star [e.g., 13; 14; 15] ). Subsequently, we matched the sample with the FIRST database. The sample consists of 13 objects, i.e.
• 6 Narrow-Line Seyfert 1 (10, 27, 119, 263, 273, 991713) 18 cm MERLIN maps of the three sources that have also been observed with EVN (insets). The contours shown are multiples of the rms in the images (2, 4, 8, 16 ...). The beam sizes and orientations are indicated by the ellipses. Except source 515, which is a radio loud quasar with a large scale jet, the targets are clearly unresolved.
Results
Both observations were carried out in phase referencing mode. Fig. 2 presents maps of the objects that have both MERLIN and EVN detections. The average size of the restoring beam is about 0.2×0.2 arcsec 2 for the MERLIN and about 0.015×0.015 arcsec 2 for the EVN observations.
MERLIN
Only two of the 13 targets have not been detected. Both objects are IRAS sources, which suggests that the radio emission is extended and is likely dominated by extensive star formation. The other 11 sources are clearly detected (rms ∼ 0.07−0.4 mJy). In one source, we newly identified a nuclear double structure, while all other radio sources are unresolved on the MERLIN scale (i.e. ∼ 500 pc at the average redshift of z ∼ 0.2). On average 50% of the FIRST flux is concentrated in the unresolved nuclear emission. The interpretation, however, is ambiguous, since for a few sources our new flux determination yields values that are higher than the previous measurement. Therefore, variability due to the nucleus or supernovae might play a role in these sources (see below).
EVN
Three sources have also been studied with western EVN and were clearly detected. They are also unresolved. The EVN scale corresponds to about 40 pc. Virtually 100% of the corresponding To further investigate the nature of the radio emission, we test the hypothesis, whether the radio luminosity can be fully accounted for by star formation. For this purpose we derived star-formation rates using the 18 cm radio flux as a tracer of supernovae and therefore of star formation [16] . The symbol color in Fig. 3 corresponds to the estimated star formation rates, which are unrealistic high for many targets, in particular considering the nuclear apertures from which these values have been deduced from. Furthermore, we can estimate far-infrared (FIR) luminosities, another measure of ongoing star formation, from well known X-ray/FIR and radio/FIR correlations of normal or star-forming galaxies [7; 16; 17] . The two measured IRAS luminosities are 2-3 magnitudes lower than the estimates, which indicates for a non-stellar nature of the radio and X-ray emission. Comparison with typical FIR luminosities from in-active galaxies [5] shows that for given X-ray luminosity all targets are FIR under luminous. The same is true for the radio luminosity. We can also use the radio fluxes to compute the corresponding brightness temperatures. For the MERLIN observations, < T B >∼ 2 × 10 5 K and for the EVN observations, < T B >∼ 5 × 10 7 K. At least for the EVN data the values are too high to be dominated by star formation. Finally, the star-formation rates can be converted into supernova rates [18] and amount to about 15 supernovae per year. Again, for the EVN sources, these rates are somewhat too high considering the small volume (40 pc) in which they occur.
Summary
We have presented initial results from a radio-interferometric study of X-ray bright AGN. The detection rate is high and most of the sources are unresolved on the MERLIN (500 pc) scale. The three EVN observations are unresolved on the 40 pc scale and contain all the flux of the MERLIN measurements. Our observations show that the radio emission in these kind of sources is compact and likely related to the nuclear accretion processes, even considering the various spectral classes of objects and the connection of part of the X-rays to hot cluster gas in three cases.
Future observations at other radio frequencies can provide further spectral information that can be incorporated in models of the nuclear emission processes [e.g., 9]. AO-assisted nearinfrared follow-up studies, furthermore, have the power to complement the radio studies on scales comparable to that of MERLIN and can shed light on possible small-scale jet/interstellar medium interaction in these sources [e.g., 19 , and references therein].
